
Allenspark Regional 
Comprehensive Plan Summary 

A proposed amendment to the 
Boulder County Comprehensive Plan 



One of five Proposals 
 Developed by 747 Community Project  

• Over 75 open publically-announced meetings 

• Project website 

• Project e-mail list (400+) 

• Specially scheduled summer meetings 

• Geographic sub-area meetings 

• Numerous sub-committee meetings 

• Three community-wide surveys (1228 mailings-county supported) 

• Two hosted tours of planning area to Planning Comm. 

• Two round-table discussions with BOCC 

• Two briefings to the Planning Commission 



Allenspark Regional Comprehensive 
Plan –complete document 

Provides the Allenspark landowner’s and 
resident’s vision and goals to guide the current 
and future evolution of the Allenspark area.   

• description of the boundaries, physical 
characteristics, demographics and history of 
the planning area 

• establishes guiding principles for current 
and future planning for the region 

 



The comprehensive plan provides detailed 
objectives and goals for 9 topic areas 

• Built environment 

• Natural environment 

• Business 

• Social climate 

• Modern technology 

• Transportation 

 

• Uses of historical 
precedence 

• Public lands – 
impacts and 
opportunities 

• Allenspark regional 
citizens committee 



Allenspark Regional Comprehensive 
Plan Summary 

Provides brief summary for: 

• Description of planning area 

• History and existing conditions 

• Guiding principles for planning 

• Primary issues and goals 

 

 

Prepared by 747 Community Project core team 
as requested by Land Use Department 

 for proposed incorporation into the BCCP 



There are wording differences between 
the Summary proposal and the complete 

plan as originally drafted. 
 

Changes resulted from discussions and 
agreement with Land Use staff. 
 

Wording changes proposed by staff for this study 
session have not been agreed to by the 747 core 
team. 
 

If and when summary adopted, differences 
with unabridged plan will be reconciled 



What the ARCP is about 

• Greater local community voice in policy, plans and 

regulations impacting the local community 

• Tailoring of policies/regulations to better address 

local citizens concerns and needs 

• Sustainability of area and the inclusive 

townsites/neighborhoods   

 Plan is compatible 
with tenets of  

BCCP 



Plan does not conflict 
with fundamental 

concepts of 
sustainability 

 
as expressed in the 

Sustainability Element of BCCP  



As a standard bearer, the most 
widely acknowledged definition came from 
the Brundtland Commission Report in 
1987, which described sustainability it as 

“…development that meets the needs of the 
present without compromising the ability of 
future generations to meet their own needs”. 

From 

Boulder County Comprehensive Plan 

SUSTAINABILITY 

ELEMENT 
Introduction, Definition, Goals & Policies 



………. the American Planning Association ratified a Policy 
Guide on Planning for Sustainability on April 17, 2000.  In 
it, the Association identified several dimensions to the 
sustainability issue: 

1. We want to sustain communities 
as good places to live, and that 
offer economic and other 
opportunities to their inhabitants. 

2. We want to sustain the values of 
our society – things like individual 
liberty and democracy. 

3. We want to sustain the biodiversity of 
the natural environment, both for the 
contribution that it makes to  the 
quality of human life and for its own 
inherent value. 

4. We want to sustain the ability of 
natural systems to provide the 
life-supporting ‘services’ that are 
rarely counted by economists, but 
which have recently been estimated 
to be worth nearly as much as total 
gross human economic product”. 



Boulder County 
Comprehensive Plan Definition 

of Sustainability 

“Sustainability” means the use, 
development and protection of all our 
resources in a manner that does not deplete 
them while enabling the residents of 
Boulder County to meet their current needs 
and maintain a fulfilling quality of life 
without compromising or foregoing the 
ability of and opportunity for future 
residents to do the same. 

 



from Sustainability Element 2 
BCCP 

…………the county recognizes that the 
development of programs and 
initiatives specifically designed to meet 
needs within different areas of the 
county may be warranted and 
appropriate. 



The Allenspark Regional 
Comprehensive Plan Summary  

• Focuses on needs identified by current 
residents and property owners 

• Values individual liberty that does not cause 
harm to fellow citizens, future citizens or the 
natural environment 

• Promotes social and economic sustainability 
of the region. 

• Is compatible with the BCCP 

 



In 2011 the community was polled to 
determine support for the five 

proposals 

 
How did survey respondents feel 

about the  
 Allenspark Regional 

Comprehensive Plan proposal? 



2011 Community Survey Results 
Allenspark Regional Comprehensive Plan proposal 

(333 survey responses) 

 Geographic Area Support 

proposal 

Do not support 

proposal 
Allenspark 42  (82%) 9   

Raymond 52  (96%) 2   

Riverside 17  (89%) 2   

Peak-to-Peak 101  (80%) 26   

Other 73  (89%) 9 

Combined 285  (86%) 48   



Allenspark Regional Comprehensive 
Plan Summary 

 

 

Prepared by 
 747 Community Project core team  

  
•Submitted to LU staff in Nov. 2012 

•has undergone some revision based on discussions with staff.  

• The 747 core team has not agreed to staff suggested revisions 

that remove or alter intent of the unabridged plan  

 
 



We seek and value any input and guidance the 
commission may care to offer with respect to 
these staff suggested changes 

747 Community Project core 
team position with respect to 
staff recommended changes 

 



It is not the intent to sound abrupt, but rather to state the 
mission of the 747 Community Project planning effort.   The 
change would negate one of the fundamental precepts and 
reasons for the TPI process - that citizens could identify and 
propose changes to policies, regulations  and conditions as 
part of their community plan.  The original guiding 
statement was developed and approved by citizens 
participating in the 747 project.  We see no compelling 
reason for the suggested change. 



The ARCP summary is proposed as an amendment to the BCCP.   A 
potential outcome of the TPI process is the creation of a 
community vision, plan and regs. that are adopted by the County 
as part of the BCCP and Land Use Code.  If adopted, the ARCP 
Summary will become a part of the BCCP.  We do not see conflicts 
between the ARCP and the current BCCP, and therefore view this 
staff suggested wording change as unnecessary. 





This suggested change seems to reject the fundamental county 
responsibility to consider potential negative impacts of 
regulations and policies on the social and economic fabric of a 
community.  The Sustainability Element of the BCCP states, 
among other things, that sustainability requires a commitment 
to “understanding the interconnections and interdependence of 
economic, societal and environmental decisions and actions”.  It 
also seems to ignore another aspect of the Sustainability 
Element which states ; “the county recognizes that the 
development of programs and initiatives specifically designed to 
meet needs within different areas of the county may be 
warranted and appropriate”.  It is insufficient for staff to dismiss 
the proposal “assertions” by simply stating they disagree. 



The staff suggested wording changes replace very specific 
language with vague statements.  What are the desired 
states, and who determines them?  
 
The suggested changes retain language allowing upgrades to 
preserve seasonal and year-round residences, but eliminates 
any reference to new home construction and/or additions to 
meet the needs of modern residents and families. 
 
Staff discussion points about building codes do not seem 
totally pertinent to the concerns expressed in the proposal, 
as we feel there are a number of factors to be considered. 



The proposed plan identifies some of the specifics that should be 
reviewed and considered in future County proceedings.  The 
generalized language suggested by staff clouds attempts to 
pinpoint future action items to be discussed with the County.  It 
is our desire to bring tangible issues to the table for future 
discussion and consideration. 
 
Because we feel these staff suggestions would change much of 
the original intent of the plan that was supported by a large 
majority of the community survey respondents, we do not 
support the suggested changes as contained in the staff report. 
 
We welcome Planning Commission suggestions as to other 
possible wording that retains the original intent. 
 



We submit that these are “guiding principles” in the context of our proposal.  
The proposed principles clearly state that area residents and property owners 
should have a direct input into decisions impacting their area, lives and 
properties.  Such concepts should be guiding principles of any democratic 
governing body, not objectives or goals to be attained.  The public’s desire for 
more direct local input in the planning process was a repeated theme in public 
meetings held while developing the BCCP Guiding Principles. 
 
A brief and non-definitive statement: 
• Actively engage the public in the planning process. 
is included as the final guiding principle in the BCCP, so why would more specific 
statements in this proposed plan not also considered guiding principles?   



This item specifically and intentionally addresses the 
proposed comprehensive plan.  Principle 5 specifically 
states that any future regulatory or other proposals 
must be compatible with the plan, as well as the vision 
and goals of residents and property owners at that 
time.  Principle 6 states that the plan is to undergo 
periodic review and modification as needed.  We see a 
distinct difference in the content and meaning of these 
three principles, and do not concur with the deletion of 
this item. 



We agree that statutory authority is vested with the Planning 
Commission and the BOCC. The intent of the principle is that the voice of 
the landowners and residents should receive primary consideration in 
decisions guiding the future evolution of the area.  The suggested words 
“given consideration”  are unacceptably vague.   One TPI goal is to 
“Identify what sorts of things/changes property owners want to have 
happen that may not be currently allowed under the Boulder County 
Land Use Code”.  If decisions important to the community are not 
honored by the County, then where or when does the Community have 
any direct input for planning their future? 
 



As explained in a previous slide, we do not consider 
this principle to represent the same intent as principles 
1 and 6. 



We have no objections to these suggested 
wording changes. 



Providing community established criteria are compatible with the BCCP it is not 
clear why the suggested additional wording is necessary.    
 
We question staff’s comment, which seems contradictory to Goal 4 of the 
Sustainability Element of the BCCP which states in part “….rural landscapes, 
neighborhoods and communities should be fostered and promoted through 
encouraging participation by the residents and property owners in those areas to 
identify the characteristics that are of importance to them and assist in 
development of land use strategies and tools for maintaining those 
characteristics.” 



Arguments opposed to residential presence in the mountains often hold 
human habitation accountable for any negative impacts on the mountain 
environment.  Yet, as mountain residents we experience first hand every 
day the negative impacts associated with irresponsible recreational 
users.  As the caretakers who pick up the trash, live with the noise, and 
pursue forest health activities, residents resent being often held most 
accountable for impacting the rural mountain environment.  While 
better wording may be found, the message that many recreational uses 
have a significant impact on the mountain environment should be 
retained.  That staff finds the statement anecdotal reveals an 
unawareness of the mountain culture and situation. 



Goal 9 of the Plan 
Community Representation 

• This goal has undergone considerable 
revision from the original ARCP proposal 

– Has caused considerable angst in community 

– Was never intended to replace or deny citizen 
right to petition elected representative or county 
government 

– Was intended to serve as a neutral interface 
between citizens and the county 



Goal 9 of the Plan 
Community Representation 

 
• Has been substantially revised to; 

– Acknowledge that any community group or 
individual may air concerns to county government 

– Make it clear that those groups who hold open 
community meetings and can document wide 
community sentiment should be considered more 
credible representation of the community voice. 



Desired Outcome 

• Receive initial thoughts, feedback and 
guidance from the Planning Commission 

• Gain the support of the Planning 
Commission for the Allenspark Regional 
Comprehensive Plan Summary  



2008 House-Size Regulations 

We believe that significant citizen opposition to the 2008 
house-size regulations may have been the primary impetus for 
the TPI initiative. 
 
From our involvement in the TPI process, we sense that 
widespread discontent with the 2008 house-size regulations 
may extend well beyond just the Allenspark area, and may 
encompass many unincorporated areas of the county. 
 
We believe we are correct that the Planning Commission 
expressed serious reservations about these regulations in early 
2008. 
 
 
 



2008 House-Size Regulations 

We strongly suggest that the Planning 
Commission consider implementing a 
county-wide review of the 
unincorporated county resident’s views 
and opinions regarding the regulations.   
 
We believe such a review was intended at the time 
of adoption, but has never been completed. 
 



Thank you for your attention 
 and patience 

We welcome your thoughts, 
suggestions and guidance 

 
747 Community project Core Team 



U-V~- VIV13 P. 

747 Community Project core 
team position with respect to 
staff recommended chanaes 

April 4, 2013 Planning Commission Study Session 

Dockett BCCP-10-0001 
Allenspark Regional Comprehensive Plan. 



�i comn mir-based pla. that rep ’.esents Allenspark area cütens, 
landowners and resident’s iision for the fi’ture of the region and 
provides guidelines for presenng what the cominunifl; values_and 
chancing what ft does not while supporng the evolution of the 
communin’ into the fiiture 

Wi lie staff appreciates the parallel 
sentence construction, the 

suggested change tries to capture 
the community’s intent without 

sound’ng quite so abrupt, 

It is not the intent to sound abrupt, but rather to state the 
mission of the 747 Community Project planning effort. The 

change would negate one of the fundamental precepts and 
reasons for the TPI process - that citizens could identify and 
propose changes to policies, regulations and conditions as 
part of their community plan. The original guiding 
statement was developed and approved by citizens 
participating in the 747 project. We see no compelling 
reason for the suggested change. 



Puilp os  e 
It is the intent of the Ai1paik Regiona’ Conçrtheive Plan 

to Fovide  2UCU e for pnning atd u, pplementatilml,of Lid we 
poEcie aii4 g111.tioi ai’Lored to eiiire the loq-temi, sustailab-iEtv 
of the iioa. The piai. a1oig with thi ai ur. hoitk be used,by 
policy rnthzer, to iidertad and recoize local ccc&tiows and 
co. ricem wich Lave been ciwieited though, the 747 Coniirunfv 
Piiect. It 1r, not tl�e itent oft] PLn tyo. encomage or promote 
additional rowth .aii devoprnent -xitLui the piamitg area. bur 

thei to provide fkxibe optioo fof flitwe evolution. that imusteat 
with the needs and alue of the co 1unit’ while iecocni in the 
oveniU direction and, pbikłcphv of thet Boulder Cctv 
Conrtheniæve Pla 

Staff suggests adding a few words 
to the eno; of *hi paragraph to 
recognize that the .AlIen spark 
Conip4reheive Nan is part of the 
larger Boulder Coun 
Comprehenive Plan.  

The ARCP summary is proposed as an amendment to the BCCP. A 
potential outcome of the TPI process is the creation of a 
community vision, plan and regs. that are adopted by the County 
as part of the BCCP and Land Use Code. If adopted, the ARCP 
Summary will become a part of the BCCP. We do not see conflicts 
between the ARCP and the current BCCP, and therefore view this 
staff suggested wording change as unnecessary. 



cased to exist. A initnthe’r of residences and runin]er cabinr 	fjjjg 
into direpaix or beccn–g abandoned. Sotrie of the observed decline 
maybe atiributedto cbng deniłrapbic. vathble ecoiic 
condittoiv. and an aging PwWafim. Htr; it is cntin1 to. 
r�co� that siai. and Pamosmia  conditicnr are iIA301mod by and 
6:1c3c1y intcnticd with ovciicntni po]icir. Ladwic policica. 
:reitIator pfocc� d builng prorn SOMII& tog that it� county 
widc in. xopc nrny not iIwn’p 1 well iiitcd to thc cci& iioccb imd 
cirnmctanc�t of 1I. go riphic area of the cmrnly. Within the 
Allc!riparlc rcgion there is a nccd to tailor pe6ietmd te.Mettem.that 
maintain the ability to eonomicaily tuake throiment to help 
pi’cicr’t xnonnl find imm-  f emd1tesAames. Thcx policic and 
ihitiow liouid aJ.w not tmravonahly re�trict the ribiiit’ tO build. 
new rciic1cncc-i 

 
and rnthxtaiithnodif cütin; fesidese.es (including: thc 

upgrade gfon]. cabinc that meet the mads. ofdeni reideiit 
and fnmilici 

It is aLso iott. to reconi the impacts. both positive and 
um. ntende& that Boulder Count hies and iocedure niav have on 
the area. Policies and regulation sh�ild be aftd. arid iiIeinen,d 
to achieve desired states. 	 need  
proxamr wljichmaintaiii the ahW to economi.c ally make 
nroveiitsto Ll*lqo amme seasonal and year round .  

pining public safety and protection of the emronnieiit and 
commiititv charact’. It i a desired outcome that adiiein: the intent 
of Ins conqxehenive plain amendrneat will foster a muru.al 

Staff di.agrees ’ritFi these 

a.erion. Whe the 3uoin Code 
does not recognize zea.onaI cabirs ?  
AIIenpark is not :he onF’ area in 

the Courry with  Srllea,Sror cabins 

(Eldora, icr e.arrple). Bouber 

Courit first adoped a Building 
Code in .959 and it applied to 
subdivisions only. Beginning in 

1975 the BUilding Code was 
adopted anJ enforced h all areas 

of the unincorporate Coun. In 
addition,’’ ’the regulations, found in 
the Land use Code and the Building 

Code implement the BCCP. 

Staff has proposed this language as 

an &ternative to the sll 
sentences i in rn ed iate y above) i 

order to. address the concerns 
raised while being more 
prospective- ,  in nature. 



This suggested change seems to reject the fundamental county 
responsibility to consider potential negative impacts of 
regulations and policies on the social and economic fabric of a 
community. The Sustainability Element of the BCCP states, 

among other things, that sustainability requires a commitment 
to "understanding the interconnections and interdependence of 
economic, societal and environmental decisions and actions". It 

also seems to ignore another aspect of the Sustainability 
Element which states; "the county recognizes that the 
development of programs and initiatives specifically designed to 
meet needs within different areas of the county may be 
warranted and appropriate". It is insufficient for staff to dismiss 
the proposal "assertions" by simply stating they disagree. 



The staff suggested wording changes replace very specific 
language with vague statements. What are the desired 
states, and who determines them? 

The suggested changes retain language allowing upgrades to 

preserve seasonal and year-round residences, but eliminates 
any reference to new home construction and/or additions to 
meet the needs of modern residents and families. 

Staff discussion points about building codes do not seem 

totally pertinent to the concerns expressed in the proposal, 
as we feel there are a number of factors to be considered. 



The proposed plan identifies some of the specifics that should be 
reviewed and considered in future County proceedings. The 
generalized language suggested by staff clouds attempts to 

pinpoint future action items to be discussed with the County. It 
is our desire to bring tangible issues to the table for future 
discussion and consideration. 

Because we feel these staff suggestions would change much of 
the original intent of the plan that was supported by a large 

majority of the community survey respondents, we do not 
support the suggested changes as contained in the staff report. 

We welcome Planning Commission suggestions as to other 
possible wording that retains the original intent. 



(:oininuni Gii 	PneiIe Oblectives tv 	[?] As drafted, these aren’t really 

guiding principles. Further, there 
exist Guiding Principles for the 

BCCP plan as a whole. Staff 
recommends changing the name of 

this section, and we are open to 
suggestions for a fitting title. 

We submit that these are "guiding principles" in the context of our proposal. 
The proposed principles clearly state that area residents and property owners 
should have a direct input into decisions impacting their area, lives and 

properties. Such concepts should be guiding principles of any democratic 
governing body, not objectives or goals to be attained. The public’s desire for 
more direct local input in the planning process was a repeated theme in public 
meetings held while developing the BCCP Guiding Principles. 

A brief and non-specific statement: 
� Actively engage the publicin the planning process. 

is included as the final guiding principle in the BCCP, so why would more specific 
statements in this proposed plan not also considered guiding principles? 



r _____.l!!rIT 1’ 
FPi!I Y 

� r’rTJ OF. FW LTPr !T 
AUU  

Same concept as points 5 and 6. 

Staff recommends keeping 6. 

F!Ir& 	 ’"-I"P 

This item specifically and intentionally addresses the 

proposed comprehensive plan. Principle 5 specifically 
states that any future regulatory or other proposals 

must be compatible with the plan, as well as the vision 

and goals of residents and property owners at that 

time. Principle 6 states that the plan is to undergo 

periodic review and modification as needed. We see a 
distinct difference in the content and meaning of these 

three principles, and do not concur with the deletion of 

this item. 



Deciion which guide the future evolution of the area and 
dctcnuüc thc fonnal pohcic nnd rcgulation2 that impact tlic 
area stakeholders, rest principally with the collective voice of 
the landowners and :reidents within the planning area. The 
voice of the landowners and residents within the planning area 
will be solicited and given consideration in decisions uiding 
the future evolution of the area, as well as in detenm= g the 
fonnal policies and regulations that impact those stakeholders. 

Decisions on policies and 

regulations rest with the Planning 

Commission and the Board of 

County Commissioners. Staff has 

proposed a Item at Eve language for 
this bullet point. 

We agree that statutory authority is vested with the Planning 

Commission and the BOCCI The intent of the principle is that the voice of 
the landowners and residents should receive primary consideration in 

decisions guiding the future evolution of the area. The suggested words 

"given consideration" are unacceptably vague. One TPI goal is to 
"Identify what sorts of things/changes property owners want to have 

happen that may not be currently allowed under the Boulder County 

Land Use Code". If decisions important to the community are not 

honored by the County, then where or when does the Community have 
any direct input for planning their future? 



A 
	

Same concept as points land 6, 
A 
	

Staff recommends keeping 16,  

As explained in a previous slide, we do not consider 

this principle to represent the same intent as principles 

1and 6, 



T44-,sr The Allenspark Regional Conipreheiisive Plan and this 
Summary& are intended to be a living docunients that will 
may undergo peæodic review and modification by and/or with 
the full participation of the residents and landowners of the 
All easpark region. 

We have iI.Z  objections 1I($1 these  
wording c ifi iTL4. 

The Allenspark Regional 
Comprehensive Plan is different 
from this Summary and using the 

word this might confuse the 
difference so staff suggests calling 

out both documents. Staff agrees 
that modification of either should 

not take place without full 
participation of area stakeholders. 



owner needs and aspirations.  Lwid Use policies and building 
reulatioiis shall accommodate such evolution while also 
requiring compatibility with criteiia established by the local 
community as well as the Board of County Commissioners 
(through  the, Land Use Code) to protect and preserve the 
area s existing rural mountain environment and scenic 
resources, providiii that such ciiteiia are also compatible with 
elements of the Boulder County Compreheiiive Plan. 

Through this project, the Alienspark 
area may decide to adopt 
additional alternative compatibility 
criteria for development review. 
However, staff does not anticipate 
that these commun i tyspec ifi c  

criteria will replace existing 
standards in the Land Use Code, 

Providing community established criteria are compatible with the BCCP it is not 
clear why the suggested additional wording is necessary. 

We question staff’s comment, which seems contradictory to Goal 4 of the 
Sustainability Element of the BCCP which states in part "....rural landscapes, 
neighborhoods and communities should be fostered and promoted through 

encouraging participation by the residents and property owners in those areas to 
identify the characteristics that are of importance to them and assist in 
development of land use strategies and tools for maintaining those 
characteristics." 



mountain environment. Recreational uses must liave niiniiiial 
negative impacts on the privacy and rights of adjacent 
landowners. Recreational uert.. arguably have greater 
negitive impact on the  1ad than :reidents and property 
owners, as evidenced in pnii by discarded trash, noise and 
naral reourcc dflmtigc. All recreational users share an equal 
responsibility with properly owners for stewardship of the 

Staff thinks this statement is 
anecdotal at best and that it does 
not belong in the Boulder County 
Comprehensive Plan. 

Arguments opposed to residential presence in the mountains often hold 
human habitation accountable for any negative impacts on the mountain 

environment. Yet, as mountain residents we experience first hand every 

day the negative impacts associated with irresponsible recreational 

users. As the caretakers who pick up the trash, live with the noise, and 
pursue forest health activities, residents resent being often held most 

accountable for impacting the rural mountain environment. While 

better wording may be found, the message that many recreational uses 
have a significant impact on the mountain environment should be 

retained. That staff finds the statement anecdotal reveals an 
unawareness of the mountain culture and situation. 


